CONTROL BUTTON DESCRIPTIONS:

1) **TALK**: Speaks current time and date and confirms time setting  
   example: “Good Morning, the time is 10:30 AM, Friday February 23rd”

2) **ALARM CHECK**: Scrolls through the daily alarm times and Confirms Alarms Settings  
   example: “Afternoon Alarm, 1:00 PM, On”

3) **LIGHT**: Turns on LCD backlight for 6 seconds

4) **ALARM ACKNOWLEDGED**: When the alarm is sounding, stops the alarm and tells when next alarm is due  
   example: “Alarm acknowledged. The next alarm will be the Evening alarm at 6:00 PM. The current time is 1:00 PM”

5) **VOLUME LOUD / EXTRA LOUD**: Volume setting for audible functions

6) **ALARM OFF / BEEP / VOICE**: Master Alarm Function settings including Off, Beeping only at preset times, and Voice and Beeping Alarm at preset times

7) **TIME SET**: Used to set the time / calendar

8) **ALARM SET**: Used to set the individual alarms

9) “-” : Setting Selection backward

10) “+” : Setting Selection forward

SETTING THE CURRENT TIME / CALENDAR:

Setting sequence: Hour set > Minute Set > Month Set > Date Set > Year Set

- Press ‘TIME SET’ button on back once to enter Hour Set Mode.  
  Use “-” and “+” buttons on the back to select the current hour.
- Press ‘TIME SET’ again and enter Minute Set Mode, use “-” and “+” to select the current minute.
- Press ‘TIME SET’ again and enter Month Set Mode, use “-” and “+” to select the correct month.
- Press ‘TIME SET’ again and enter Date Set Mode, use “-” and “+” to select the correct date.
- Press ‘TIME SET’ again and enter Year Set Mode, use “-” and “+” to select the correct year.
- Press green ‘TALK’ button on top of the clock once to confirm the time settings and exit Time Set Mode. The MedCenter Clock will now speak the current time and date.

NOTE: If no buttons are pressed within 1 minute, the clock will exit TIME SET MODE automatically.

SETTING THE ALARMS:

NOTE: The Alarms are preset to default to 9:00 AM, 1:00 PM, 6:00 PM and 10:00 PM when batteries are inserted into the MedCenter Clock.

- Slide “ALARM OFF / BEEP / VOICE” switch on back to “BEEP” or “VOICE” position.
- Press “ALARM SET” button on back to enter Alarm Set Mode.  
  Use “-” and “+” buttons to select which of the Four Alarms to set:
  - Press “ALARM SET” again and enter Alarm Hour Set Mode, use “-” and “+” to select alarm hour.
  - Press “ALARM SET” again and enter Alarm Minute Set Mode, use “-” and “+” to select alarm minute.
  - Press “ALARM SET” again and enter Alarm ON/OFF Set Mode, use “-” and “+” to toggle alarm on / off.
  - To set additional alarms press “ALARM SET” button again and repeat above procedure.
- Press blue “ALARM CHECK” button on top of the clock to confirm the alarm settings and exit Alarm Set Mode.
- To Turn Off all 4 Alarms, slide “ALARM OFF / BEEP / VOICE” switch to “OFF” Position

NOTE: If no buttons are pressed within 1 minute, the clock will exit TIME SET MODE automatically.
USING THE MEDCENTER TALKING ALARM CLOCK BY ITSELF:

Note: The MedCenter Clock is only to be used as an aid in Medication compliance.

USING THE MEDCENTER TALKING ALARM CLOCK BY ITSELF:

WHILE ALARM IS SOUNDING:
• The alarm states the current time of the day, the date and which dose of the day is required.
• Double check your current medication due, and administer the medication according to your health care provider’s instructions.
• Press the red “ALARM ACKNOWLEDGED” button on top of the clock to stop the current alarm. The clock will now confirm the alarm has been accepted and notify you when the next alarm will sound.

USING THE COMPLETE MEDCENTER SYSTEM (optional):

NOTE: When placing an empty Pill Cassette back into the MedCenter Stand, place it with the Red end up. Red denotes the day is complete and the Cassette is empty while Green denotes a full Pill Cassette.

PRODUCT DISCLAIMERS & WARNINGS: Please Read Carefully

WARRANTY INFORMATION: Please Read Carefully

The MedCenter Clock and MedCenter System are guaranteed for one year from the date of purchase to be free of manufacturer defects.

The warranty is void if the MedCenter Clock is water damaged (it is not specified to be water resistant). The warranty is void if the MedCenter Clock or MedCenter System is damaged, tampered with, dropped or otherwise abused.

In the event of a defect, mail your MedCenter Clock and/or MedCenter System with a copy of your sales receipt to the address listed below for an exchange or repair at the company’s discretion.

Please include a check or money order, payable to “MedCenter Systems” in the amount of $9.95 (outside the continental US $19.95) to cover handling and return shipping.

MedCenter Systems
10179 Commerce Park Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

PURCHASE INFORMATION:
Store Location:____________________
Date of Purchase:__________________

www.MedCenterSystems.com

The responsibility for correct medication compliance is solely up to the consumer. The makers of MedCenter Systems are not responsible for incorrect loading or unintended use of the pill cassette system, for improper setting or battery life on the MedCenter Clock or its alarm functions, for incorrect consumption of medication due to any use of the MedCenter System.

When placing an empty Pill Cassette back into the MedCenter Stand, place it with the Red end up. Red denotes the day is complete and the Cassette is empty while Green denotes a full Pill Cassette.

REMINDERS:
• Keep the MedCenter Clock and MedCenter System out of reach of children.
• Store the MedCenter Clock and MedCenter System away from direct sunlight, heat and water.
• In order to maintain proper operation, Batteries should be replaced once every 9 months.
• Only tablets or capsules may be placed in MedCenter pill cassettes. The cassettes are not suitable for storing liquids or suppositories.

Note: Only tablets or capsules may be placed in the Pill Cassettes. It is not suitable for storing liquids or suppositories.

• Any unused Pill Cassettes can be stored under the unit for months containing less than 31 days.
• The Pill Cassettes should be inserted into the MedCenter with the green end up denoting they are still loaded with medication.
• Remove the current date’s Pill Cassette and place it in the “Today’s Pills” cavity on the front right side of the MedCenter Stand.
• Set the alarms on the MedCenter Clock (see SETTING THE ALARMS) and place it in the “Alarm Clock” cavity on the left side of the MedCenter Stand per the Photo to the right.

USING THE MEDCENTER SYSTEM:

Note: In case you are not capable of filling your MedCenter System yourself, always have your Care Provider or Pharmacist assist you in filling your MedCenter System or setting your MedCenter Clock according to your Doctor or Health Care Provider’s prescribed Instructions each month.

• Remove each individual Pill Cassette (numbered “1” to “31”) and fill each one for each day of the month.
• Read the instructions on all of your medication bottles carefully and place the pills, one at a time, into the corresponding compartments for each time of the day for each pill cassette for the month.

Setting up the MedCenter System:

USING DAILY OPERATION:
• For an audible reminder when the next active alarm is due, press the red “ALARM ACKNOWLEDGED” button.
• For an audible check of each alarm’s status, press the blue “ALARM CHECK” button.
• For an audible check of the current time, press the green “TALK” button.
• To turn on the LCD Light, press the yellow “LIGHT” button. The light remains on for 6 seconds.

WHILE ALARM IS SOUNDING:
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• Press the red “ALARM ACKNOWLEDGED” Button on top of the clock to stop the current alarm. The clock will now confirm the alarm has been accepted and notify you when the next alarm will sound.
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